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This work was conducted for the International Zero Emission Vehicle Alliance.
Executive Summary

A substantial share of electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure deployed to date have benefited from public financial assistance, such as equipment and utility subsidies, carbon credits, discounted electricity costs, etc. In the meanwhile, private investments have also supplemented public funding gaps and will continue to play a critical role in establishing a reliable public infrastructure network. A promising business case for public charging infrastructure deployment is also emerging in some developed markets. To establish a positive business case, understanding key factors that impact costs and profitability for public charging infrastructure deployment is essential. In addition, a thorough market understanding will also help to identify necessary mitigation measures that government can implement to encourage leadership from private initiatives.

This study first reviewed and evaluated leading international approaches and policies that foster private sector involvement and maximize the benefits from public funds for public infrastructure deployment. In collaboration with the International ZEV Alliance (IZEVA), four markets – Canada, China, India, and the Netherlands – were selected to further survey charging infrastructure expenditure, revenue, and market sensitivity. These four markets span various geographic locations and characteristics, such as EV market maturity, population density, entry barriers, and public funding and policy schemes, providing a comprehensive overview of business case under distinct market conditions. In order to understand how the key factors such as capital costs, electricity prices, and utilization rates may affect charging profitability, the Charging Infrastructure Business Case Assessment Tool (CIBCAT) was designed. A total of eighteen scenarios have been generated using CIBCAT to demonstrate how business cases develop in the four markets under various conditions. For example, Figure 1 demonstrates how cumulative cashflow of a public charging station that hosts 20 charging ports with power ratings of 350 kilowatt (kW) can behave differently in four selected markets. Based on the comprehensive market research and case study results, the development of a positive charging business case is more plausible in markets with higher EV maturity such as the Netherlands, China, and Canada, while still feasible for India, especially with assistance from public funding and supportive regulatory environment.

![Figure 1. 10-year cumulative cash flow of a charging station with twenty (20) 350kW chargepoints in four surveyed markets. Station utilization is assumed to be 10%. On-site photovoltaics (PV) installation is included. Currency units have been converted from local currency to the United States dollar (USD) for comparison purpose.](image-url)
Introduction and Background

As one of the major manifestations to battle climate change and reduce global energy-related emissions, the electric vehicle (EV) 1 market is experiencing unprecedented growth in recent years. According to the 2023 International Energy Agency’s (IEA) Global EV Outlook, as illustrated in Figure 2, the global light-duty (LD) EV sales in 2022 exceeded 10 million and the share of EVs in total vehicle sales has more than tripled in the last three years, from 4% in 2020 to 15% in 2022 [1]. While the global EV sales are still predominated by the three major markets: China, Europe, and the U.S., there are promising signs for other emerging markets across the world as well. For instance, EV sales in India have escalated from 12,000 in 2021 to 48,000 in 2022, thanks to the recently formulated EV manufacturing legislations and incentive programs [2]. Although the current global transition to EV is mainly driven by LD vehicles, the medium- and heavy-duty (MDHD) sector has also seen growth in both EV sales and model availability in recent years. More than 120,000 MDHD trucks and buses were sold in 2022, representing 4.5% of all bus sales and 1.2% of truck sales worldwide. While China accounts for more than 80% of MD and 85% of HD EV sales, the MDHD EV market is projected to expand in other parts of the world as well due to recently adopted regulations and initiatives [1]. In light of global EV surge, the growing demand for publicly accessible charging stations is also outstanding. While early EV adopters have relied primarily on low-cost at home, workplace, or depot charging, as more EV owners without residential charging access and MDHD commercial fleets enter the market, the dependence on public charging is expected to increase rapidly in the future. By the end of 2022, as shown in Figure 2, there were 2.7 million public chargepoints worldwide, with more than 600,000 public alternating current (AC) charging points and 330,000 public direct current (DC) chargers 2 being installed in 2022 alone [1].

A substantial share of public electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) deployed to date has benefited from government financial assistance and subsidies. The U.K. government legislated grant schemes for EVSE installation in 2016 and is currently funding up to 75% of the costs to buy and install EV charging ports through the EV Chargepoint and Infrastructure Grants for Landlords program [3]. In the U.S., as part of the 2022 Inflation Reduction Act (IRA), eligible commercial EVSE projects can receive up to 30% of the project cost in the form of tax credits [4]. Direct current fast charger (DCFC) stations can also receive credits from the California Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) program based on the amount of dispensed fuel and station capacity [5]. Similar clean fuel programs that offer carbon credits also serve as a reliable revenue stream for charging infrastructure operators in Canada, the Netherlands, and Germany [6, 7, 8]. Subsidized utility rates and EVSE installation incentives are also available across various provinces and municipalities in China, urged by the national 13th and

---

1 Includes battery electric and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles.
2 AC chargers have power ratings less than or equal to 22 kilowatt (kW) and DC chargers have power ratings more than 22 kW. Public AC chargers are mostly level 2 (L2) chargers, sometimes also referred to as slow chargers. DC chargers can also be referred to as fast/rapid chargers or direct current fast chargers (DCFC).
14th Five-Year Plan [9]. While public funding support is necessary to offset the high capital costs at the early market development stage and to catalyze private investment in EVSE deployment, it is also critical to enhance market competitiveness of charging service networks as government assistance gradually transitions away.

Private investments have supplemented public funding gaps and will continue to be critical in establishing a sustainable, accessible, and affordable infrastructure network globally. A promising financial business case for public charging infrastructure deployment is also emerging in some applications. For example, major charging network companies in North America have all seen growth in both revenue and gross margin since the economic activities started to recover from the COVID–19 pandemic in 2021 [10, 11, 12]. Privately-owned charging businesses in China have also seen an unprecedented 76% year-over-year (Y.O.Y) revenue growth in 2022 and a recent market evaluation has indicated that a positive return on investment (ROI) may be realized soon [13]. Real-world costs and revenue data in leading EV markets suggests that whether or when a positive business case develops, and thus when public funding is no longer needed, depend on various business elements, including level of local EV market maturity, location, vehicle class (LD vs. MDHD), charger type (AC vs. DC chargers), utility tariff, etc.

This study employed a holistic approach to evaluate policies, market conditions, and other key factors that affect public charging infrastructure profitability. The project team started by reviewing leading international approaches and policies that foster private sector involvement and maximize the benefits from public funds for public infrastructure deployment. In collaboration with the International ZEV Alliance (IZEVA), the team identified four markets of interest, including Canada, China, India, and the Netherlands, to further survey charging infrastructure costs, revenue, profitability, and market sensitivity. These four markets were chosen as they can provide a comprehensive overview of business case under various market conditions. This work further examined the dependence of the charging infrastructure profitability on key factors including, but not limited to, capital expenditure (CapEx), electricity costs, and utilization rates in the selected markets. The outcomes of this analysis served as the framework for the development of an interactive tool, the Charging Infrastructure Business Case Assessment Tool (CIBCAT), which assesses charging business cases for MDHD chargepoints (DC chargers with 50 kW+ power ratings). This report also demonstrated the applicability of CIBCAT by conducting comprehensive costs analysis of public MDHD chargers in all four markets. In addition, the study provided recommendations of government subsidies and incentives, as well as other policies or strategies that can better assist private sector to enter the infrastructure business given the various nature of local markets.

**Policies to Foster Private Sector Leadership in EV Charging**

Although the majority of public charging stations deployed to date have received public funding support, there are numerous on-going policies and approaches that encourage private sector actors to enter and lead public charging infrastructure development from different nations, jurisdictions, and intergovernmental alliances. These programs can be summarized into four major categories: establishing EV and infrastructure deployment targets, improving cost–competitiveness of EVSE components, accelerating charging station site development, and encouraging innovative business models. Detailed programs and policies are summarized below.

- **Establishing national or regional EV penetration and adoption targets:** Station utilization rate is clearly one of the determining factors of charging business profitability and an increase in on-road EV population is likely to improve public charger utilization. Therefore, setting EV adoption targets or sales requirements can help to relieve concerns from private initiatives and provide market certainty for both utility planners and charging developers. Many countries and jurisdictions have already established EV penetration and adoption targets for both LD and MDHD vehicles in the last decade, including China [14], the European Union (EU) [15], California
[16], the U.S. [17], Canada [18, 19], etc. Notably, as outlined in the ZEV Declaration, which was established during the 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference (also known as COP26), more than 100 countries, businesses, and organizations are committed to working towards all sales of new cars and vans being zero-emission globally by 2040, and by no later than 2035 in leading markets [20]. The total number of signatories of the ZEV Declaration has expanded to more than 225 counties, jurisdictions, and automakers since COP26. In addition, twenty-seven countries have signed the Global Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on Zero-Emission MDHD Vehicles, aiming for 30% new MHDVs being zero emissions by 2030, and 100% by 2040, as a strategy to achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 [21]. This MOU has also been endorsed by representatives of sub-national governments, businesses, and other organizations with influence over the freight truck and bus industry and road transport.

- **Identifying infrastructure deployment priorities and charging activity hotspots**: One common conundrum that the private charging industry faces today is the competing priorities of charging infrastructure development, such as whether to install chargers that serve LD vehicles vs. MDHD trucks, to prioritize deployment of AC vs. DC charges, or to focus on the needs of corridor- vs. community-based charging. Therefore, public agencies should consider encouraging private investment to expand charging network in a cost-effective manner, where high utilization and ROI can be guaranteed. One example of such efforts is to identify priority corridors for charger deployment, such as the DCFC network along state highways in New Zealand [22], the EU TEN-T charging network [23], the Alternative Fuels Corridors and the National Electric Vehicle Infrastructure (NEVI) program in the U.S. [24], and the MDHD battery swapping corridor program along the Sichuan Expressway in China [25]. Establishing green or zero-emission zones is also quite common in many urban and metropolitan areas across the world, such as London, Amsterdam, Paris, Shenzhen, Kolkata, and Chennai [26, 27]. It is also noteworthy that while such demand-driven approaches can help to ensure profitable charger utilization, equitable access is also critical when planning for infrastructure deployment. Many European cities have seen promising outcomes to establish a balanced business case while synchronizing charger installation in both high-demand areas and places that are suitable to provide equitable charging access in the long run [28].

- **Improving EVSE component cost-competitiveness**: Substantial capital expenditure (CapEx) for charging infrastructure installation and site development remains one of the major market entry barriers that impede the development of a positive business case. Supporting the EVSE manufacturing and assembly industry could reduce equipment costs from EVSE suppliers and alleviate some financial burdens for charging service providers. This measure includes improving the market competitiveness of different EVSE parts and supporting upstream supply of distribution transformers, power supply cables, distribution boxes, circuit breakers, isolators, protection equipment, mounting units, etc. In addition, supporting research and development (R&D) that drives technology advancement will also help to reduce the manufacturing costs of EVSE. In China, for instance, the unit price for charging module (major component of a changepoint) has dropped from ¥1.2/W in 2016 to ¥0.13/W in 2022, while “actively supporting R&D of key charging techniques” was first named as a priority task in the China Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Development Guidelines in 2015 [29, 30].

- **Standardizing EV charger types and protocols**: There are five major DCFC connector standards worldwide: the GB/T standard in China, the Combined Charging System (CCS) Type 1 in the U.S, the CCS2 in the EU, the CHAdeMo in Japan, and the North American Charging Standard (SAE J3400, similar to the Tesla charging standard) [31]. In addition, there are also various complementary communication protocols that certify seamless communication and data exchange between various entities in the EV realm, such as the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP), the Open Smart Charging Protocol (OSCP), the Open Charge Point Interface
(OCPI), and the ISO 15118 bi-directional protocol [32]. Different standards and protocols not only complicate the EV and EVSE trade between countries, but also cause confusion and frustration for charging station operators and EV drivers (for those who drive in countries or regions without a uniform standard). Recent data have also indicated that different standards of open public chargers may also result in more equipment failures and system downtime, which directly increases station operation and maintenance costs and reduces equipment utilization [33]. The EU Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive 2019/94/EU (AFID) has prescribed Type 2 connector for AC charging and CCS2 for DC charging, which demonstrates an ongoing collaborative governmental effort to improve this current situation [34]. While it may be implausible to have a uniform charging standard worldwide, government agencies may still encourage the standardization of new charging technologies. Such efforts include the development of the ultra–high–power megawatt (MW) ChaoJi Standard, led by China and Japan, and the Megawatt charging system (MCS) adoption by the U.S.–EU Trade and Technology Council [35, 36]. Initiatives to motivate the adoption of open systems to avoid lock–in effect may also be valuable [37]. The California Energy Commission, for instance, has recommended charging providers in California to pursue widespread deployment of ISO 15118–ready chargers [38].

- **Streamlining site development administrative and permitting process:** The development of charging stations may take anywhere between several months to years to complete, and this process can even be further slowed down due to poorly navigated administrative procedures. The extended development timeline is often poorly understood and may incur huge financial burdens to site owners and operators, especially for those who have to pay back their loans while waiting for the stations to be commissioned. A recent study has indicated that soft costs associated with these processes may explain why charger installation costs in the U.S. are three to five times the costs of the equipment itself, a much higher ratio than seen in Europe [39]. In order to support timely public charging infrastructure deployment and reduce soft costs due to site development and permitting delays, government agencies should consider minimizing administrative hiccups and streamlining the current site development process. Measures such as implementing a “one stop shop” for all permits needed [40], establishing national or regional guidelines for local authorities to align and standardize requirements [41], incorporating EV charging in zoning and land use code updates [42, 43], and land banking to set aside public land for future charging station development [44, 43] have all been implemented by public agencies in leading EV markets, encouraging more private initiatives in public charging infrastructure.

- **Facilitating utility upgrades and site energizing:** In addition to administrative processing and coordination with local officials, charging site energization ³, utility upgrades, and infrastructure make–ready also contribute significantly to site development costs. The costs and actual timeline of facility upgrade varies from site to site, depending on local utility policies, as well as grid, transmission, and substation capacity. Government agencies may consider establishing guidance of estimated timeline, costs, and other expectations for site developers when it comes to facility upgrades. For instance, California established an interim 125–business day average service energization timeline for projects taking service under the EV Infrastructure Rules [45]. Local authorities should also work with utilities to identify grid availability, incorporate transportation electrification in capacity planning, to enhance grid capacity in advance. Such effort is represented in the latest Hawaiian Electric Integrated Grid Plan [46]. Besides, it is also critical for government agencies to develop strategies and programs to support vehicle–grid integration and microgrid projects to improve grid resiliency and reliability [47].

---
³ Steps taken from the utility–side for chargers to start receiving power.
• **Promoting public–private partnership (P3) models:** Public–private partnership (P3) models have been proven extremely effective to expand infrastructure deployment by bringing together the resources and expertise of both the public and private sectors. Examples include the Electric Island project in Oregon [48], the double–decker buses charging project in London [49]. P3 models can help to accelerate land acquisition process, speed up deployment, expand the network, diversify the business model, and ensure long–term sustainability of the charging service network. In the Netherlands, an organization called the National Charging Infrastructure Agenda (NAL)\(^4\) has set an example where public and private actors collaborate on setting goals, determining actions, and making agreements, which leads to improved coordination and multi–stakeholder participation [50]. The City of San Diego in California has recently released a Request for Proposals (RFP) to select an exclusive group of EVSE provider to install, operate, and maintain networked EV chargers on all city–owned properties for public and workplace charging [51]. This P3 practice aims to accelerate the creation of a reliable and accessible regional charging network on large scale of public property while saving the time and costs for service providers to acquire land and permits. The European Bank has also established five contractual models between public authorities and private companies for deployment of charging infrastructure. Recommendations on how to select the optimal model are also provided, varying based on the public authority’s objectives, market maturity, and the desired risk allocation [52]. Similarly, the Sustainable Transport Forum Handbook provides detailed guidance as well as instructive cases studies to public authorities for procuring, awarding concessions, licenses and/or granting support for electric charging infrastructure [53]. These P3 practices have shown success in building well–designed, strategically positioned, interoperable, future–proof, and user–friendly infrastructure. Public agencies should continue to explore and improve P3 models, revenue sharing structure, and public procurement processes, while encouraging innovative business models, such as EV charging service franchises, EV mobility hubs, etc.

Upon reviewing these international approaches and programs, in collaboration with the IZEVA and member jurisdictions, the project team selected four markets to survey the policy and funding schemes available in each of these jurisdictions, spanning various geographic locations and market characteristics, as shown in Table 1. The focus of this market survey is on high–powered DCFCs that serve MDHD vehicles, where a positive business case is yet to be fully understood and developed.

*Table 1. Market selection criteria.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Continent</th>
<th>IZEVA Member</th>
<th>Carbon Credits Offered</th>
<th>National MDHD EV Goal</th>
<th>Private Sector Representation in Current Market(^5)</th>
<th>MDHD Market Maturity(^5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^4\) Nationale Agenda Laadinfrastructuur (NAL)  
\(^5\) The magnitude of private investment in the current market.  
\(^6\) A combination of policy support, funding programs, model availability, and infrastructure readiness.
Canada

Canada is one of the emerging EV markets in North America, that has already committed to 100% LD sales to be zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs) by 2035, and MDHD by 2040 (where feasible)\(^7\) [54, 55]. As of August 2023, there are about 10,000 public charging stations deployed in Canada, with 24,000 total EVSE ports, as shown in Figure 3. The majority of these existing charging points are AC chargers, while around 4,400 ports are DCFCs.

One notable governmental effort to install public DC chargers was to establish a national coast to coast DC charging network through the Electric Vehicle and Alternative Fuel Infrastructure Deployment Initiative (EVAFIDI). The program was launched by the Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) from 2016 to 2021, which totaled $260 million investment distributed to different organizations and businesses to install 1,000 public EV DC chargers along core routes and highways [56]. Building upon the EVAFIDI efforts, the Government has also committed $280 million in 2019 to the Zero Emission Vehicle Infrastructure Program (ZEVIP) over 5 years to support the deployment of 33,500 electric vehicle chargers in public places, on-street, in multi-unit residential buildings and at workplaces. The program also provides support to strategic infrastructure projects for urban delivery and commercial fleet applications. The ZEVIP program contributes up to 50% of total project costs up to a maximum of $10 million per public charging project. The funding was recapitalized in 2022 with an additional $400 million, and extended the program to 2027.

The Canadian federal infrastructure investments have so far mostly focused on LD vehicles. Given the bigger energy requirements and diverse fleet duty cycles, multiple tailored approaches to support MDHD ZEV transition have been identified [57]. For instance, a targeted request for proposals for commercial fleets has been launched under ZEVIP. Fleets and organizations may receive up to $200,000 incentives for purchasing or leasing eligible vehicles [58]. Federal incentives are also complemented by $500 million Charging and Hydrogen Refueling Infrastructure Initiative (CHRI) that the Canada Infrastructure Bank will invest in large-scale EV charging infrastructure that is revenue generating and in the public interest [59]. The CHRI program aims to provide financing to the private sector structured to share in infrastructure utilization risk by aligning principal repayments with utilization levels [60].

EV charging station owners in Canada are also eligible to generate credits under the Clean Fuel Regulations (CFR). The credits will be evaluated based on the amount of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO\(_2\)e) emissions avoided through the delivery of electricity to electricity-powered vehicles as a transportation fuel [61]. The national CFR credits are also stackable with the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, or LCFS credits in British Columbia (BC) [62].

---

\(^7\) Canada is a signatory of the Global MDHD ZEV MOU.

\(^8\) Unless specified, the dollar sign ($) used for market studies represents the Canadian dollar, or CAD.
In Canada, most public EV charging infrastructure has received some public financial support to date. However, public funding was not the sole source. As a matter of fact, for every $1 that NRCan invested in the EVAFIDI program, $2 of outside funding was leveraged [56]. This program has demonstrated that public funding can help to build the business case for private sector to invest and to catalyze projects that would not otherwise have happened. As the MDHD EV market develops initially, public funding will still be necessary to incentivize both infrastructure installation and operation. Programs such as ZEVIP, CHRI, and CFR will certainly help to attract more investment and leadership from the private sector. Another public charger deployment gap that needs to be addressed in Canada, possibly through public funding and policy schemes, is the uneven geographic distribution of charger placement. As shown in Figure 3, charging access is very limited in some part of the country. Although the population density and overall vehicle ownership are lower in the North, installing chargers in remote areas and ensuring high equipment uptime in a cold climate will be critical as the country moves towards a zero-emission future.

China

China is by far the largest EV market and the biggest player in battery as well as EV and EVSE component trade in the world. As of the end of 2022, China accounted for more than 50% of all the electric cars operating on road globally, and also dominated the global MDHD bus and truck sales [1]. As of August 2023, there are a total of 1.3 million AC chargers and 963,000 DC chargers deployed across the country, with roughly 54,000 new public chargers installed every month in the last year [63]. The top 10 provinces with most public chargers are illustrated in Figure 4.

Under the direction of the most recent Five-Year-Plan, multiple levels of government and jurisdictions including the constituent departments, provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities, have all established policies and programs to encourage EV adoption and public infrastructure deployment. For example, in Hainan, the southernmost province and largest island in China, qualified buyers of MD and HD ZEVs⁹ may be eligible for a rebate up to ¥20,000 and ¥30,000 per vehicle, respectively [64]. In Shenzhen, a megacity and special economic zone located in the province with the most public chargers deployed as of 2023, Guangdong, every battery electric truck (BET) may receive up to ¥750 subsidy for every kWh of battery capacity [65]. On the infrastructure side, the Beijing Municipal Commission of Development and Reform has announced its plan to deploy a total of 700,000 public chargers by 2025, with an average station service radius of 3 km in the plain area and continue to identify appropriate use case applications for battery swapping stations [66]. Shenyang, the largest city in Northeast China, offers a one-time charger installation rebate of ¥300/kW for DC chargers, ¥100/kW for AC chargers, and ¥600/kW for battery swapping stations, as well as a ¥0.1/kWh subsidy for public charging station operation [67]. In addition, early in 2023, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, partnered with seven other constituent departments, established an ambitious goal to achieve an EV-to-port

---

⁹ Often referred to as new energy vehicles (NEVs) in China.
ratio of 1:1 for every new EV deployed in China between 2023 and 2025 [68]. While urban centers and metropolitan areas are accelerating the deployment of public infrastructure network, there are also national and local initiatives to strengthen grid resilience and reliability in rural areas while EV adoption in these regions catches up. For example, the National Development and Reform Commission advised to futureproof infrastructure installation and to advocate the implementation of vehicle–to–grid technologies in the underdeveloped areas [69]. These policies and incentive programs focus on compensating the high CapEx for both fleet owners and infrastructure operators and establishing a healthy market that leads to a positive business case as the new technology market develops.

Although government subsidies and public fundings are still indispensable in the current public charging infrastructure deployment, private entities have already demonstrated strong leadership in China. For example, the State Grid Corporation of China (8.65% in market share) and the China Southern Power Grid (3.2% in market share) are the only state–owned corporations among the top 10 charging station operators across the country (top 10 totaling 86.2% in market share) [63]. The business model to charge users a service fee on top of their basic electricity rate is also quite established in China. The upper limit of charging station service fee is usually set by local government and station operators can adjust the actual fee as needed. In Beijing, service fee is set to be no more than 15% of unit gasoline\(^\text{10}\) price in the city. Chongqing, on the other hand, sets the upper limit of service fee to be correlated with local electricity price instead, capping it at 50% of electricity rate. Most of other cities use a constant value as the ceiling service fee, for example, ¥1.6 in Shanghai, ¥1 in Shenzhen, and ¥0.8 in Sanya, Hainan [70]. The flexibility of service fees accounts for the differences in local EV adoption (and thus charger utilization) and offers a steady revenue stream for charger station operators. While service fees could add more burden to vehicle owners, the overall energy price to drive an EV is still much cheaper than a conventional fuel–burning vehicle. In Hainan, for example, the most expensive public charger costs about ¥2/kWh (service fee included) [71], which still saves roughly 45% on fuel costs as compared to driving a gasoline car\(^\text{11}\).

It is noteworthy to mention that the conventional plug–in charging infrastructure for MDHD vehicles faces great competition from the emerging battery swapping technology in China. As of 2022, more than 49% of HD ZE trucks sold in China were battery swappable [72]. A recent market evaluation has estimated that the total CapEx required for a battery swapping station that serves HD vehicles is roughly ¥9 million – ¥23 million, and the ten–year internal rate of return can vary between –9% to 22% based on station utilization [73]. While battery swapping can greatly reduce vehicle down time required for charging, it still faces barriers such as lack of battery standardization, high CapEx compared to plug–in charging, and limited station access on fixed routes and selected locations. Therefore, at least in the near–term, plug–in charging will still play an important role in the MDHD EV recharging realm.

**India**

Electrification of mobility in India began more recently than in Europe, the U.S., and China, but is rapidly gaining traction. This is in part linked with the overall growth in vehicle usage, with the total car sales growing by nearly 15% in 2022. The EV market in India is particularly geared towards two– and three–wheel vehicles\(^\text{12}\), where they have been popular for about a decade. Progress in electrifying this vehicle category has been rapid in India and,

---

\(^{10}\) Per liter regular gasoline with octane rating of 92.

\(^{11}\) As of November 2023, 92# gasoline in Hainan is ¥9.3/liter (L). Assuming fuel economy for a gasoline car is around 7 L/100 km and energy efficiency of an EV is 18 kWh/100 km, the total fuel cost to drive an EV vs. a gasoline car is 36:65.

\(^{12}\) Often collectively referred to as powered light vehicles.
in 2022, over half of all three–wheelers registered in the year were electric. Their popularity has been attributed to both lower lifetime costs and supporting public policies. Deployment of public charging infrastructure remains at a nascent stage, primarily being installed since 2015 through the national level subsidy schemes: Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric vehicles (FAME) and its extension [74].

Electrification of mobility in India gained traction in 2012 with the launch of the National Electric Mobility Mission Plan 2020 (NEMMP 2020), with the aim of encouraging the transition to electric and hybrid vehicles. It was followed at the national level by the Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric vehicles (FAME I), which ran from 2015 to 2019, and the subsequent FAME II, as shown in Figure 5. These schemes provided subsidies for the purchase of vehicles and also involved deployment of charging infrastructure [75]. In parallel, as of 2022, 27 states in India had formulated electric vehicle policies, of which 15 states have already put these policies into active implementation [76]. These policies cover various vehicle classes and range from fiscal benefits to the establishment of green zones: urban areas where only zero emissions vehicles are permitted.

Two– and three–wheelers, passenger vehicles, and the public bus sector have all benefited from these policies, while the MDHD trucking sector has received much less attention both at the national and the state level. Some earlier policies supporting high speed charging infrastructure also facilitate charging infrastructure for the trucking sector. Interests in transitioning to BETs start growing as part of the wider reform of freight and logistics sector but it remains unaddressed at the policy level.

Though the FAME II scheme was expanded in 2023, BETs remained outside the scope of the framework. A few other measures which are targeted at the passenger vehicle segment are relevant to eventual operation of BETs. There is also a 70% subsidy on the purchase of EV chargers which are installed in public locations such as petrol stations, on–street, transport hubs [77]. Since 2023, upstream infrastructure including distribution transformers, distribution boxes and so on, which needed to be paid to DISCOMs13 to secure an electricity connection, have been subsidised by 80%. The Ministry of Heavy Industries commissioned the installation of 7,432 DC chargers in 2023 to be deployed by 2024. These are to be installed at the retail outlets of the public sector Oil Marketing Companies (OMCs) – Indian Oil, Bharat Petroleum and Hindustan Petroleum [78].

Aside from public sector initiatives, there are also a few examples of leadership in the private sector in this space – mainly logistics companies running pilots with BETs for their operations. In 2021, Dalmia Cement (Bharat)

---

13 DISCOMs or Distribution Companies are the private or public institutions responsible for the distribution grid in India.
Limited (DCBL), a large Indian cement manufacturer, deployed 2 BETs for the transportation of slag: a raw material used to produce cement. The trucks transport slag from the facility of the Steel Authority of India Limited at Rourkela, Odisha to DCBL’s cement manufacturing unit in Rajgangpur, Odisha [79]. Also in 2021, Tata Steel, a large Indian steel multinational, contracted 27 BETs, each with a carrying capacity of 35 tons, for the transport of finished steel. The first BETs were put in operation between Tata Steel’s Sahibababbd plant in Uttar Pradesh and the Pilkhuwa stockyard (38 km) [80].

**The Netherlands**

The Netherlands is widely considered to be a global frontrunner in the development of EV charging infrastructure. It has a highly mature domestic EV charging infrastructure market and a dense charging network that provides one of the highest ratios of chargepoints to electric vehicles in any nation. The highest charger density as well as the highest EV ownership are found in the Randstad conurbation to the west of the nation, which includes the country’s four largest cities: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, the Hague and Utrecht, as shown in Figure 6 [81].

Charging infrastructure in the Netherlands was mainly developed after 2010 and was primarily driven by ambitious public policies. By end-2021, the Netherlands hosted about 30% of the public AC chargers and about 11% of DC chargers in the EU, with a total of 82,628 AC and 1,670 DC chargers, respectively [82]. The electrification of mobility has mainly affected the passenger vehicle and bus sectors, while the MDHD trucking sector has had comparatively very low production volumes [83]. As an initiator and signatory of the Global MDHD ZEV MOU as previously discussed, the Dutch government expresses the shared ambition to deploy ZE MDHD vehicles and related infrastructure with the objective of reaching 30% of MHDV sales by 2030, and 100% by 2040 in order to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050 [21].

To facilitate the transition of the trucking sector to zero-emission mobility, several policies have been enabled at the national level in the Netherlands. Beginning from the 1st of January 2025, Dutch cities will be permitted to designate certain areas as zero-emission zones for city logistics, where only zero-emission trucks and vans will be allowed to operate. 30 to 40 cities are expected to have these zones in total. As of June 2023, 29 cities have already declared a date when these restrictions will come into effect or are currently assessing the feasibility. The four largest cities, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, the Hague and Utrecht will all designate zero emission zones from 1st January 2025, with other cities opting for a later date [84].

The Dutch government offers the Aanschafsubsidie Zero-Emissie Trucks (AanZET), a subsidy for the purchase or lease of zero-emission trucks. In 2023, a budget of €57.4 million was allocated for the subsidy programme, an increase from the total of €25 million allocated in 2022. The day after the AanZET opened, it received applications amounting to €120 million, showing the widespread demand for BETs [85]. In the Netherlands, BETs...
are also exempt from paying Motor Vehicle Tax\textsuperscript{14} [86]. Under the MIA/VAMIL\textsuperscript{15} programmes, companies can apply for a deduction of up to 45% of costs when making “environmentally friendly” investments, meaning that investments made in electric truck charging infrastructure can be written-down against business profit and therefore reduce business taxes at a greater rate than average [87].

Several private sector fleet operators have already started working with BETs in their fleets with pilot programs, including supermarket logistics and waste transportation. As of 2023, Albert Heijn, one of the largest Dutch supermarket chains, uses BETs at their distribution centre in the City of Zaandam. The trucks are charged in about 20 to 25 minutes at 300 kW between routes which deliver goods to their supermarket outlets in urban areas [88]. Cure Afvalbeheer, a Dutch waste-management company, is responsible for the collection and transport of underground and overground waste containers in urban areas within their jurisdiction. As of 2023, BETs have been deployed for transporting waste as well as for lifting these waste containers with cranes as part of an ongoing demonstration project in and around the city of Eindhoven [89].

In 2023, the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management opened the Living Lab for Heavy Duty Charging Hubs\textsuperscript{16} initiative, where heavy duty charging hubs (sometimes also called plazas) will be set up in 6 locations. These living labs, bringing together both public and private players, aim to share knowledge and experiences of heavy-duty charging in order to accelerate the electrification of the logistics sector.

**Summary of Charging Station Costs and Subsidies**

Charger hardware, installation, and site development costs, electricity prices, as well as available public subsidies for the four markets are summarized in Table 2. The values referenced in this report represent the best available public data at the time of writing. The actual figures are expected to vary across different markets, subject to local policies, regulations, and taxation, and change over time with market developments.

Information on Canada is based on quotes and estimates from local charging service providers such as FLO and Sun Country Highway [90]. While EVSE hardware and installation costs should be consistent across the country, electricity rates and public subsidies are different from province to province. To best account for the stackable BC LCFS program and the federal CFR credits, the project team focused the market case study on BC. Very limited information is available on costs for land acquisition and leasing as they are not eligible for NRCan incentives. However, it is quite common in Canada to seek affordable land leasing options through P3 models or business deals and thus land is not a major concern for most site operators\textsuperscript{17}.

In China, as in Canada, there is not much geographic variation in cost data for charger hardware and installation based on recent market and stock evaluations [91, 92, 70]. However, public funding schemes and utility rates vary significantly across the country. The case study is therefore limited to Hainan Province, the first jurisdiction in the world to establish a detailed ZEV road map and one of the leading EV markets in China, which has well-

\textsuperscript{14} Motorrijtuigenbelasting or MRB
\textsuperscript{15} Milieu-investeringaftrek (MIA) en de Willekeurige afschrijving milieu-investeringen (Vamil)
\textsuperscript{16} Living Lab Heavy Duty Laadpleinen
\textsuperscript{17} Via personal communication with NRCan staff.
established local policy and programs to support EV and EVSE market advancement as well as sufficient project cost data [91].

The data for charger hardware and installation costs in India has been collected from both official as well as unofficial sources. Information on public subsidies and electricity costs for vehicle charging have been taken from recent official government documents issued among others by the Indian Department of Heavy Industry and the Indian Ministry of Power [77]. Since installation of EV charging is a de-licensed activity in India, there is a strong involvement of market players in the sector [93]. Permitting and site development costs, operation and maintenance costs and equipment costs, have all been sourced from market players who have made this data available online. As such, these figures should be taken as approximations rather than as exact values.

For the Netherlands, the project team has mainly leveraged reports published in 2022 and 2023, which were commissioned by the Nationale Agenda Laadinfrastructuur (NAL, the Dutch National Charging Infrastructure Agenda) [94, 95]. The costs information provided by the NAL is similar to those from the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Regulation (AFIR) [96] [97]. Data on available subsidies and renewable energy units have been sourced directly from government websites [7, 94]. Land costs were not available at the time of the study and may vary depending on location.

**Key Factors Driving Charging Profitability**

The charging infrastructure business case often reacts differently to various market conditions, economies, business models, and regulatory environment. However, there are also several key factors that govern charging profitability across all markets, which includes utilization rates, energy costs, EVSE CapEx and operating costs (OpEx), ancillary revenue, and incentive and subsidy levels.

- **Utilization rates**: Charger utilization measures the average percent of time a vehicle is plugged into the charger and electricity is transmitted actively. High utilization rates are absolutely decisive for charging stations to generate revenue. Charging station utilization rates are often correlated to locations (e.g., population density, proximity to roadways with high traffic flow, nearby attractions, and amenities), regional EV penetration and adoption, and system uptime. Currently, as public charging is still nascent, the observed utilization remains low across the world. The average LD DCFC utilization in the U.S. is around 5 – 7.5% and utilization rates of stations located in office spaces, municipal buildings, parking lots or garages, and retail centers are two to three times as high as those in hotels [105, 106, 107]. In China, the average LD chargepoint utilization was roughly 8% pre-pandemic, dropped to below 5% in 2020, and slightly climbed back to 6% in 2021 [108, 91]. A recent study estimated that the average annual utilization time per LD charging point in Germany is 460 hours every year while urban centers such as Berlin, Munich, Stuttgart, and Dusseldorf are in the range of 800-1500 hours per year and rural areas are less than or equal to 100 hours per year [109]. Real-world data on MDHD chargepoint utilization is rather scarce. However, given the nature of MDHD fleet operation, the window for truck drivers to charge is often fixed and depends on duty cycles, and thus 20% is used as a maximum, “rule-of-thumb” value for high-power DCFC ports used for MDHD charging in this study [110, 106].
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Table 2. Summary of costs and subsidies data collected from the four market studies.\(^\text{18}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Itemized Category</th>
<th>Canada ($ Canadian Dollar, CAD)</th>
<th>China (¥ Chinese Yuan, RMB)</th>
<th>India (₹ Indian Rupee, INR)</th>
<th>Netherlands (€ Euro, EUR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVSE Installation Incentives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station Operation Subsidies</td>
<td>50% of total project costs(^\text{19}) ([59])</td>
<td>10% of total EVSE equipment costs ([91])</td>
<td>50 to 70% purchase subsidy ([77])</td>
<td>45% tax deduction ([87])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$0.4/kWh(^\text{20})</td>
<td>¥0.1/kWh ([91])</td>
<td>₹12/kWh ([98])</td>
<td>€0.05–0.17/kWh ([7])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Leasing or Acquisition</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>¥280,000/year(^\text{22}) ([91])</td>
<td>₹1/kWh(^\text{23}) ([98])</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Sale Price</td>
<td>$0.06/kWh(^\text{24}) ([99])</td>
<td>¥0.3–¥1.2/kWh ([100])</td>
<td>₹2.5–₹12/kWh ([98])</td>
<td>€0.2/kWh ([94])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Development and Construction</td>
<td>Included in installation</td>
<td>Included in installation</td>
<td>₹100,000 – ₹500,000 ([101])</td>
<td>€7,000 (50kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>₹1,700,000 (50kW) ([103])</td>
<td>€21,000 (150 kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>€49,000 (350 kW) ([94])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment (50 kW and above)</td>
<td>$40,000 to $175,000 ([102])</td>
<td>¥500 – ¥600/kW(^\text{25}) ([70])</td>
<td>₹100,000 – ₹500,000 ([101])</td>
<td>€17,500 (50kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>₹1,700,000 (50kW) ([103])</td>
<td>€52,500 (150 kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>€122,500 (350 kW) ([94])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation &amp; Make–Ready Infrastructure</td>
<td>$50,000 per port ([90])</td>
<td>¥200 – ¥260/kW ([70])</td>
<td>₹100,000 – ₹350,000 ([103])</td>
<td>€1,600 to €4,200 ([94])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Connection &amp; Utility Upgrades</td>
<td>$300,000 to $1,000,000 per project ([104])</td>
<td>¥440/kW ([70])</td>
<td>₹500,000 – ₹750,000 ([103])</td>
<td>€45,000 – €85,000 per MW ([95])(^\text{26})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{18}\) As of December 2023, 1 CAD = 0.68 EUR, 1 RMB = 0.13 EUR, and 1 INR = 0.011 EUR.

\(^{19}\) A maximum of $100,000 per charger; currently closed for application as of Fall 2023.

\(^{20}\) Calculated based on the BC LCFS Requirements \([62, 61, 149]\) and Rewatt Power estimates \([151]\).

\(^{21}\) Capped price of electricity for fast charging.

\(^{22}\) Annual leasing cost for a charging station that hosts 38 chargepoints. As a reference, the project also has an overall construction and side development costs of ¥800,000.

\(^{23}\) As part of a revenue sharing agreement over 10 years.

\(^{24}\) Energy charge only; demand charge and basic charge are not included but separately accounted for in the assessment tool.

\(^{25}\) Current cost estimates are based on EVSE component that uses insulated–gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs). For ultrafast high–power charging systems that use silicon carbide (SiC) instead, the price might be higher \([152]\). It is also estimated that the total charging project development costs, including site construction, equipment, make–ready, grid upgrade, is around ¥1.2 – ¥1.8/W in China \([70]\).

\(^{26}\) The utility upgrade costs do not increase linearly by capacity; costs may surge significantly above 2 MW.
• **Energy costs**: The costs of energy, including fuel prices and electricity rates, can also impact charger profitability in different ways. Although recent EV sales have been greatly impacted by the post-pandemic supply chain issues and the shortages of lithium-ion batteries and semiconductors, when fuel price increases, more drivers would still consider EV as a viable alternative [111], which can potentially drive both EV sales and the profitability of charging stations [112]. Likewise, when electricity rates increase, albeit not as prominent as the publicly displayed gasoline prices, may still change people’s decision when driving an EV or using public charging stations [113, 112]. As an example, in the Netherlands, where electricity prices for commercial customers rose significantly in 2022, leading to BETs being more expensive to operate than diesel trucks [114]. Besides, time-of-use pricing and utility demand charges can also alter the overall charging station profitability. A potential long-term cost-saving opportunity for operators is to integrate off-grid renewable energy sources such as solar into charging stations. Renewable energy sources can be harnessed independently, which allows charging stations to generate their own power while decreasing their dependence on centralized power grids and to save on utility bills. The CapEx of photovoltaics (PV) and battery electric storage system (BESS) can vary quite significantly by country. According to a study by the International Renewable Energy Agency, the utility-scale solar PV CapEx can range from a low of USD $590/kW in India and a high of USD $1,695/kW in Russia [115], which will impact the expected project return from PV installation.

• **Chargepoint CapEx and OpEx**: In addition to the costs that are illustrated in Table 2, typical CapEx and OpEx for chargepoint also includes permitting and administrative costs, insurance, warranty, network service connections, payment service subscription, and equipment maintenance (w/o warranty). Although these costs are not as significant as equipment purchase and installation, they could still impact charging profitability, especially considering some of these costs are not properly documented or well-understood, and thus may become an unpleasant surprise to station operators if not prepared. Besides, the profitability of a charging station is also dependent on the expected lifespan of EVSE. While 10 years have been commonly used as the average lifespan of a charge point, the actual time will also rely on the equipment operation and local climate. A much-shortened lifetime and more frequent equipment replacement schedule would be expected for EVSEs installed in places with high humidity, high temperature, high salinity, and prone to rain [91]. The length of land leasing or concession agreement will also impact the overall station profitability. It is also mentioning that the CapEx listed in Table 2 is mostly applicable to DCFC chargers at kW level. MCS, which is designed for a 6-fold higher current and up to 10-fold higher power compared to CCS [116], often incurs utility upgrade at substation and subtransmission level in addition to transformer level. A recent study on the U.S. Interstate 5 Corridor has estimated that the cost to install a dedicated customer substation and subtransmission interconnection to host 10 2MW MCS can be up to $10 million, which is four times as expensive as the average per kW upgrade costs to support kW-level CCS chargers [117].

• **Ancillary revenues**: Retails and advertising are the two most common ancillary revenue streams for charging stations. Although the convenience store – charging stations business model is not fully developed, lessons learnt from the conventional gas stations can be used as a reference [118]. In the U.S., data have shown that 44% of all fuel customers would walk in the store, almost 15% would purchase a snack or drink. While these items bring in only a third of the average gas station’s revenue, their profit margins can be 50% or more than that of gasoline and account for nearly 70% of the overall profits [119, 120]. Similarly, truck stop upgrades have also gained interest among operators and investors. Pilot, a fuel provider and truck stop operator in the U.S.

---

27 The highest level of electricity usage in one billing period
and Canada, has started a $1 billion initiative to remodel its facilities to multi-functional travel centers\(^{28}\) that supports fast charging for customers [121]. As EV surges around the world, retailers and brands have also embraced the idea of displaying advertisements on charging ports. Since one charging event usually lasts more than 30 minutes, EV drivers are likely to be attracted to nearby activities, creating a win-win situation for both the charger operator and the retailer. In China, the annual revenue in 2020 from advertising displays is around ¥500 per port [122]. In the U.S., Volta’s digital out-of-home (OOH) business model also may start gaining traction [123, 124]. The charging-advertising combination could likely expand in the future and attract more potential businesses and partnerships [125].

- **Incentives and subsidies:** As discussed earlier in this report, government incentives and subsidies will remain necessary for early markets to offset the costs of purchasing, installing, and operating charging stations and carbon credits are among the most significant revenue streams for charging service providers. According to a recent study, the California LCFS program was able to help cover up to 80% of the electricity cost during the pandemic [126]. It was estimated that in 2021, the annual revenue generated through LCFS credits from a station that charges 10 vehicles every day is roughly USD $15,400 [127]. Assuming reasonable future credit prices of $100 per metric ton, a total of $4 billion revenue can be generated through the LCFS program between 2017 and 2030 [128]. One thing to note, however, is that the price volatility of LCFS credits can significantly alter cost recovery. As the average credit price drops from $206 during the pandemic to $71 as of November 2023 [129], it may only compensate 20% of the electricity usage, 60% less than the maximum [126]. In The Netherlands, investments in truck charging infrastructure can be deducted from business profit at a higher rate (45%) than other investments, providing a more general tax incentive to invest in electric truck charging infrastructure [82]. Additionally, electricity used for truck charging which is sourced from renewable electricity are counted as Renewable Energy Units\(^{29}\). These units may be used to meet renewable obligations, and can either be traded or booked with the government to improve the business case of charging.

---

\(^{28}\) Include amenities such as restrooms and showers, quick-serve kitchens, restaurants, and dog parks.

\(^{29}\) Hernieuwbare Brandstofeenheden (HBE)
Cost Analysis for Public MDHD Chargers

To better understand how the forementioned key factors may affect charging profitability, a bespoke tool has been developed to provide assistance with assessing the business case for public charging infrastructure. The Charging Infrastructure Business Case Assessment Tool (CIBCAT) has been designed to be used in any market and has been made freely available. CIBCAT has been applied to the four markets selected in this report, with the detailed methodology, assumptions, and cost analysis results presented below.

Tool Methodology

CIBCAT is based on a discounted cashflow model, with the key result being expressed as a project Net Present Value (NPV). The user inputs to the tool are used to both calculate project initial set up costs (CapEx) and forecast annual operational costs. The numbers and types of chargepoints are selected by the user, as well as whether to include optional PV and BESS (with associated costs). The user can specify a PV array at the charging site, the energy from which is used to power the chargepoints while any excess will be exported back to the grid. A BESS may also be added, which will be used to store excess energy from the PV for nighttime usage by the charging site. Finally, electricity prices, forecasted annual utilization, and reliability\(^{30}\) of the chargepoints are also required from users. The tool then simulates the charger usage, energy volumes, associated costs, and revenues for each year. These results are then used to populate a discounted cashflow model. An illustration of the calculation flow in the tool is provided in Figure 7.

The simulation of chargepoint usage in the tool is critical, firstly to produce a realistic maximum power capacity demand from the chargepoints (assuming there is no energy management), and secondly for scenarios that include PV, to produce realistic annual estimates of energy imported, consumed from PV, or exported to grid. The tool runs a Monte Carlo simulation of possible utilization of chargepoints based on an annual utilization target and a diurnal profile of when the chargepoint may be in use. The hourly usage of the chargepoint is simulated, drawing from a uniform distribution. This approach is used to determine realistic estimates of peak power demand, and the coincidence of charging energy demand and PV generation. From the Monte Carlo simulations, average energy is used to determine energy costs and revenues, whereas the maximum power is used to calculate import capacity, accounting for the fact that the chargepoints need sufficient power under all circumstances. For scenarios that include PV, simulations are performed for typical spring, summer, autumn, and winter days.

The energy provided from PV is determined through a complex relationship between the coordinate of the site, solar declination angle, and sunshine hours. A user-provided value for sky clearness, ranging from 0 to 1, is also included. Note that energy flows between PV, BESS, and chargepoints are not modelled stochastically, and rather a straightforward deterministic approach is developed. A fully accurate simulation of the energy is beyond the scope of this tool. Nevertheless, the approach taken should provide sufficient accuracy for a high-level business model assessment.

Assumptions

The following key assumptions have been made when creating the tool:

- The technology lifespan is 10 years, with net present value (NPV) calculated over the same duration.
- A single utilization profile is used and applies to all chargepoints.

\(^{30}\)Charger reliability (0%-100%) quantifies the time that the charger is working as expected and not out of order. Any charging events that are simulated during periods of unreliability represent lost income.
• Utilization events within utilization profiles are from a uniform distribution.
• Charger OpEx applies to all chargepoints equally.
• Grid upgrade costs are applied on a per kW basis.
• Electricity prices are constant throughout each day and year. This was chosen partly to keep inputs simpler for the user, but also to exclude energy price volatility risk from the model. Such risk can be managed by a fixed price energy contract.
• Chargepoint utilization has no seasonal or within week variation.
• When calculating solar yield, only four typical days (one in each season) are simulated.
• The total power reduction due to a BESS is assumed to be evenly distributed across the hours where there is charging demand in a day. Also, the battery can only be fully charged and discharged once a day.

Case Studies
In order to better understand charging business cases in the four surveyed markets, the project team conducted a comprehensive cost analysis for public MDHD charging projects. In the analysis, the team evaluated how varying market characteristics, chargepoint utilization, inclusion of PV and BESS systems may impact the business case. Variables including the number of chargepoints (20), charger power output level (350 kW), project lifetime (10 years), PV rated capacity (250 kW), BESS storage capacity (200 kWh), BESS power (100 kW), inflation rate (5%), and NPV discount rate (6%) were held constant across all scenarios. Electricity price was assumed to increase 9% annually while government subsidies and incentives remain the same as shown in Table 2. The results of eighteen case study scenarios are summarized in Table 3 and Figure 8.

In most cases, the inclusion of onsite PV may alleviate some operational burdens on station operators and thus improve the overall project profitability. The per kWh lifetime profit can increase roughly 5–15% in Netherlands, 10–40% in China, and 20–180% in India with onsite PV installation. The large profit margins observed in China and India are primarily linked to the low equipment and installation costs of PV observed in local markets, the recent growth in domestic polysilicon and PV manufacturing industry, and abundant sunlight exposure in the surveyed areas [115, 130, 131]. One exception to the cost-saving trends associated with PV is Canada. Using recent data published by the Canada Energy Regulator, the project team estimated the total CapEx of PV installation (with rated capacity of 250 kW) in Canada is roughly CAD $1,800 – $2,000/kW [132, 133], which can be almost three times as expensive as PV CapEx of similar scale in China or India [115, 134]. In addition, the feasibility and economic viability of solar power in Canada is also influenced by its climate and seasonal variance of solar irradiance. For instance, the daily insolation hours in winter months can be as modest as 1 – 2 hours in multiple regions across the country [135], which can substantially limit the overall energy production of an installed PV system. With the data use the cost of locally generated PV over the project lifetime was higher than the cost of grid imported electricity, hence for Canada PV detracts from the business case. As a point of reference, in the year of 2022, only 0.5% of total electricity generated in Canada was from solar energy [136], while this share is 4.7% in China [137], 5% in India [138], and 14% in the Netherlands [139, 140].

31 Average energy inflation rates over last five years across G7 economies [153].
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Figure 7: Charging Infrastructure Business Case Assessment Tool (CIBCAT) Diagram
As anticipated, higher utilization will lead to a better business case. As a matter of fact, the payback period, or the total time needed for the project to generate sufficient cash inflows to recover its initial costs, can be shortened by half when the average charging station utilization increases from 10% to 20%. However, as discussed earlier, charger utilization for public MDHD stations may be limited by duty cycles and operating characteristics of MDHD fleets. Therefore, it is unreasonable to expect chargepoint utilization to be significantly highly than 20%, unless fleet operation undergoes drastic reform as the industry transitions to EV.

Due to limited data availability on BESS CapEx and OpEx, only two scenarios were considered in this analysis to show market sensitivity to BESS integration in China [141] and the Netherlands [142]. With the default battery storage and power capacity, the economic impact of incorporating BESS into charging station is not as consequential as other input variables. However, BESS may still offer great values for being able to relieve strains on the grid, to improve the overall grid resiliency, and to serve as a backup power source, ensuring that stations can continue to operate during power disruptions.

Table 3. Case study results for all four markets under various input conditions. All scenarios are assumed to have a project lifetime of 10 years, with a total of 20 high-power DCFC (350 kW) chargepoints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Project CapEx(^{13})</th>
<th>NPV</th>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>Lifetime Profit per kWh</th>
<th>Payback Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>10% No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$-5.7 million</td>
<td>$1.2 million</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>$0.07</td>
<td>Year 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>10% No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>¥-7.8 million</td>
<td>¥7.7 million</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>¥0.44</td>
<td>Year 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>10% No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>₹-241.5 million</td>
<td>₹-7.8 million</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>₹2.32</td>
<td>Year 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>10% No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>€-2.8 million</td>
<td>€10.2 million</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>€0.53</td>
<td>Year 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>10% Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$-6.2 million</td>
<td>$1.8 million</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>Year 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>10% Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>¥-8.6 million</td>
<td>¥11.6 million</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>¥0.63</td>
<td>Year 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>10% Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>₹-252.2 million</td>
<td>₹80.2 million</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>₹6.61</td>
<td>Year 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>10% Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>€-3.1 million</td>
<td>€11.9 million</td>
<td>120%</td>
<td>€0.61</td>
<td>Year 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>20% No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$-5.7 million</td>
<td>$8.7 million</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>$0.18</td>
<td>Year 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>20% No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>¥-8.3 million</td>
<td>¥30.1 million</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>¥0.74</td>
<td>Year 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>20% No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>₹-252.7 million</td>
<td>₹328.8 million</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>₹9.19</td>
<td>Year 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>20% No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>€-2.9 million</td>
<td>€23.4 million</td>
<td>117%</td>
<td>€0.58</td>
<td>Year 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>20% Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$-6.2 million</td>
<td>$8.7 million</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>$0.19</td>
<td>Year 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>20% Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>¥-9.1 million</td>
<td>¥33.4 million</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>¥0.82</td>
<td>Year 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>20% Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>₹-261.9 million</td>
<td>₹415.6 million</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>₹11.30</td>
<td>Year 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>20% Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>€-3.1 million</td>
<td>€24.9 million</td>
<td>131%</td>
<td>€0.62</td>
<td>Year 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>20% Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$-9.5 million</td>
<td>¥33.1 million</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>¥0.81</td>
<td>Year 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>20% Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>¥-3.3 million</td>
<td>€24.7 million</td>
<td>130%</td>
<td>€0.62</td>
<td>Year 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Broadly speaking, the likelihood to establish a positive MDHD charging business case in the Netherlands, China and Canada is higher than that in India. One aspect that contributes to such difference is, as discussed earlier,

\(^{13}\) Note that increases in project CapEx for 20% utilization are due to increase to the grid connection cost to accommodate higher peak demand.

\(^{14}\) Considers the grid upgrade costs that accounts for the actual peak import power in the scenario (includes offsetting by PV, BESS, and impact of utilization).
the overall market maturity in these counties is, to some extent, well-established and capable of attracting private businesses to start investing in EV infrastructure. On the other hand, as the private MDHD charging infrastructure business is still in its fledgling stage, India will potentially confront additional hurdles until a positive business case can be fully developed. In addition, not all the input data were available at the time of analysis, especially in India and Canada, while the project team has formulated a series of educated projections to fill in the gaps, the outcomes may still vary once additional and more comprehensive data becomes available.

Conclusions

This report first features a thorough review of existing policies and approaches that encourage private sector leadership in public charging infrastructure from different nations and jurisdictions. Based on the outcomes of the policy review, the project team identified four different markets, Canada, China, India, and the Netherlands, to evaluate the development of charging business case. In addition to policies, markets characteristics, and charging station expenditure, information was also gathered on key factors that affect charging infrastructure profitability. The results were then used to develop an interactive business case evaluation tool, CIBCAT. Eighteen case study scenarios spanning all four markets were examined and intercompared to understand how
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varying market characteristics, charger utilization, and inclusion of PV and BESS systems may impact the MDHD charging business case. Synthesizing the lessons learnt from literature review and the CIBCAT case studies, the following SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis has summarized advantages and barriers of each market and provided case-by-case recommendations of government support opportunities that can better assist private sector to enter the public MDHD infrastructure business.

Canada

- **Strengths**: The Canadian federal and provincial governments have established a series of initiatives and regulations in both the transportation and energy sectors to promote a smooth ZEV transition. In addition, similar MDHD EV policies and programs are also emerging in the U.S., especially in major bordering states such as Washington, Minnesota, New York, Maine, and Vermont. A synchronized binational EV transition schedule can improve the commercial EV model availability and corridor charging access [143], benefiting both sides of the border.
- **Weaknesses**: The current charging network development is limited geographically due to the climate, weather conditions, and population density in Canada, which could pose challenges to the operation of interregional long-haul commercial fleets. In addition, the application of PV and BESS may also be limited due to insufficient sunlight exposure. The current upfront expenditure, including equipment and site development costs, is also on the high end in Canada compared to other markets.
- **Opportunities**: Government initiatives to further reduce equipment costs and promote MDHD charging station deployment in rural and remote areas will certainly help to address the current infrastructure gaps. Public agencies may consider examples of balanced business case in Europe to build out charging stations in places with high-utilization and low-utilization simultaneously [28]. For regions where PV may not be viable, the government may explore other off-grid renewable energy generation options to enhance power system reliability while reducing the dependence of high-power EV charging station on local grid.
- **Threats**: Given the limited performance of battery electric technology in cold climates, it may also be challenged by the hydrogen industry.

China

- **Strengths**: The market in China bears strong prior knowledge from LD EV adoption and a comprehensive and supportive regulatory environment to facilitate MDHD EV transition has already been established at all levels of government. Being a global leader in EV, EVSE, and PV manufacturing allows China to continue developing innovative vehicle, battery, and charging technologies that are also affordable and cost-effective. The existing sizeable charging network can also provide a strong foundation for any future expansion.
- **Weaknesses**: The geographic imbalance of EV adoption and infrastructure deployment remains a significant barrier of charger deployment in China. The reasons that lead to such discrepancy are also quite complex, including economic disparities, levels of urbanization, and climate. In addition, the current business case is highly dependent on public subsidies and government initiatives, making it vulnerable to regulatory changes. The current grid capacity, especially in rural areas, also limits the expansion of MDHD charging network.
- **Opportunities**: Government support will be needed to further improve grid resiliency and power system reliability in rural areas. The public and private sectors should also collaborate to explore innovative business models and P3 models that can expand the current ancillary revenue streams of EV charging. It is also critical for China to continue leading and promoting the development of the ChaoJi standard.
- **Threats**: Strong domestic competition from battery swapping technology may limit the business case of MDHD public charging. In addition, there are already a large number of private businesses and players in the current EV charging market, which can potentially lead to market saturation and low charging profitability in
the future. Customs duties imposed by other countries could also reduce the cost-competitiveness of hardware and equipment exported out of China, and adversely affect the domestic manufacturing industry.

India

- **Strengths:** India has a large and rapidly growing trucking sector with long term anticipated growth in demand, creating a competitive market for the MDHD EV transition. The country has a well-developed electric bus sector, the experience and manufacturing capacity from which can be easily reapplied. In addition, India also has one of the strongest domestic manufacturing capabilities for both EVSE and PV hardware.
- **Weaknesses:** Low amount of existing charging infrastructure in place adds complexity to MDHD EV charging expansion. Besides, as the current charging market in India is highly price-sensitive, the case for profitability is relatively low, causing less favorable market entry for the private sector.
- **Opportunities:** As a late mover, India has many advantages over other early markets, such as being able to learn from mistakes, install at lower costs, and benefit from technology standardization. India can therefore apply learnings from the historical EV market interventions of other nations to implement government support schemes that will achieve targeted market outcomes, maximize net-benefit, and minimize market disruption. Cost-competitive hardware can also be developed for export markets in addition to domestic ones.
- **Threats:** Later adoption of MDHD EV technology can lead to loss of market share to faster movers in the sector. In addition, India has limited access to critical resources such as minerals for battery manufacturing, which may restrain its pace and scale of EV transition.

The Netherlands

- **Strengths:** The Netherlands has vigorous electrification experience in passenger vehicle sector and established associated policies to support MDHD EV adoption. The high-density existing charging network also may expedite broader infrastructure deployment. Besides, there are strong interests among local commercial fleet operators and vehicle manufacturers to electrify the MDHD sector as well.
- **Weaknesses:** The Netherlands has one of the most developed EV charging infrastructure networks in the world, but this network was developed around the needs of LD vehicles. This introduces a challenge to change and evolve the current EV charging network, particularly in locations where MDHD infrastructure should or must be co-located with LD infrastructure (e.g., major road services). To enable LD and MDHD charging colocation – particularly for MCS – substantial utility network upgrades are likely to be required. The structural grid congestion and limited land availability for dedicated new infrastructure remain major challenges in the Netherlands.
- **Opportunities:** The government shall continue to develop EV and EVSE expertise for both local deployment and export and to lead the establishment of technique standardization at EU level.
- **Threats:** Limited grid capacity may limit future infrastructure rollout. In addition, the existing public infrastructure may experience low usage in case of incompatible standards.
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